
Purpose of ENGR 171Purpose of ENGR 171
❂❂ To learn “hands-on” aboutTo learn “hands-on” about

mechatronic mechatronic systemssystems
❂❂  An introductory course designed to be An introductory course designed to be

fairly interesting with minimal “busy”fairly interesting with minimal “busy”
workwork



MechatronicsMechatronics
❂❂ Multidisciplinary approach to systemsMultidisciplinary approach to systems

•• Electrical EngineeringElectrical Engineering
•• Mechanical EngineeringMechanical Engineering
•• Computer ScienceComputer Science



Mechatronic Mechatronic SystemSystem

Mechanical System

ActuatorsSensors

D/A ConversionSignal Conditioning

A/D Conversion Computer (Software for
Control, Instrumentation)



Robot Historical NotesRobot Historical Notes
❂❂ Organs with moveable figuresOrgans with moveable figures

•• 270 BC, Ancient Greece270 BC, Ancient Greece
❂❂ Writing & drawing mechanical dollsWriting & drawing mechanical dolls

•• 1770s, Switzerland1770s, Switzerland
❂❂ Radio-controlled submersible boatRadio-controlled submersible boat

•• 1898, 1898, Tesla Tesla in NYin NY
❂❂ “Robot” coined from “Robot” coined from Capek’sCapek’s  R.U.R.R.U.R.

•• 1921, 1921, CzechaslavakaCzechaslavaka



Robot AdvantagesRobot Advantages
❂❂ Work more accurately and uniformlyWork more accurately and uniformly
❂❂ Can carry heavy weight over longerCan carry heavy weight over longer

distancedistance
❂❂ Do not have human weaknessesDo not have human weaknesses

•• fatigue, labor unions & workers compensationfatigue, labor unions & workers compensation
❂❂ Can work under hazardous conditionsCan work under hazardous conditions



Robot DisadvantagesRobot Disadvantages
❂❂ Expensive - time & moneyExpensive - time & money
❂❂ Limited range of tasksLimited range of tasks
❂❂ Lack human judgementLack human judgement



Embedded SystemsEmbedded Systems
❂❂ ~100% of worldwide micro~100% of worldwide microprocessorprocessor

usageusage

❂❂  Unlike personal computers, user cannot Unlike personal computers, user cannot
change the functionality by installingchange the functionality by installing
new softwarenew software



Embedded systemsEmbedded systems

❂❂ Like computers,Like computers,
•• Microprocessor must be fast enoughMicroprocessor must be fast enough
•• Memory must store software and dataMemory must store software and data
•• Software must define functionSoftware must define function
•• Peripherals allow for communicationPeripherals allow for communication



MicrocontrollerMicrocontroller
❂❂ An integrated circuit containingAn integrated circuit containing

•• a microprocessora microprocessor
•• memorymemory
•• input deviceinput device
•• output deviceoutput device



MicrocontrollerMicrocontroller

Address Lines
Data Lines

Read
Write

Processor ROM RAM INPUT
DEVICE

OUTPUT
DEVICE



The Basic Stamp II (BS2-IC)The Basic Stamp II (BS2-IC)

❂❂ PIC16C57 PIC16C57 microcontrollermicrocontroller
•• Programmed with PBASIC2 instructionsProgrammed with PBASIC2 instructions
•• 16 I/O pins for general use16 I/O pins for general use



The Basic Stamp II (BS2-IC)The Basic Stamp II (BS2-IC)



Serial Communication
❂❂ Programs downloaded from PCPrograms downloaded from PC
❂❂ BS2 changes +/-12 V to 0 or 5 VBS2 changes +/-12 V to 0 or 5 V
❂❂ Asynchronous data transferAsynchronous data transfer

START STOP0 0 0 01 1 1 1

84 84 84 84 84 84 841.5 x 84 Read intervals(�s)

t0 t1 t6t2 t5t4t3 t8t7 Bit number



MemoryMemory
❂❂ 2K EEPROM2K EEPROM
❂❂ 32 bytes RAM, which include:32 bytes RAM, which include:

•• 6 bytes for I/O and control of I/O6 bytes for I/O and control of I/O
❂❂ DIRS - I/O ControlDIRS - I/O Control

•• 2 bytes - 1 bit for each pin2 bytes - 1 bit for each pin
•• A stored zero means input modeA stored zero means input mode
•• A stored one means output modeA stored one means output mode



LED OperationLED Operation
❂❂ Current through LED flows 1 way.Current through LED flows 1 way.
❂❂ Current flows if anode (+)Current flows if anode (+)
❂❂ is at a higher potential  (V)is at a higher potential  (V)
❂❂ than cathode (-).than cathode (-).
❂❂ If voltage at the anode is higher,If voltage at the anode is higher,
❂❂ then LED is reverse biased andthen LED is reverse biased and
❂❂ no current flows.no current flows.



Ohm’s LawOhm’s Law

❂❂ Current is inversely related to resistance.Current is inversely related to resistance.
❂❂ Increase resistance, decrease current.Increase resistance, decrease current.

❂❂ Voltage, V, in Volts (V)Voltage, V, in Volts (V)
❂❂ Current, I, in Amperes (A)Current, I, in Amperes (A)
❂❂ Resistance, R, in ohms (Resistance, R, in ohms (ΩΩ))

I V
R

=



Sample code (Sample code (PgPg. 16). 16)

❂❂ Output 0Output 0 ‘Make I/O pin 0 an output‘Make I/O pin 0 an output
❂❂ reblinkreblink:: ‘Loop label‘Loop label
❂❂    out0 = 0   out0 = 0 ‘Output 0 V at I/O  pin 0‘Output 0 V at I/O  pin 0
❂❂    pause 1000   pause 1000 ‘Pause 1000 ms (1 s)‘Pause 1000 ms (1 s)
❂❂    out0 =1    out0 =1 ‘Output 5 V at I/0 pin 0‘Output 5 V at I/0 pin 0
❂❂    pause 1000   pause 1000 ‘Pause 1000 ms (1 s)‘Pause 1000 ms (1 s)
❂❂ goto reblinkgoto reblink ‘go back to label ‘go back to label reblinkreblink


